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MULTICS OPhRATING $TQFF NOTE NOSN~ 99.1 Dage 1

To: Ooerations

From: T. H. van vleck

oatex U5/22/73

Suolect: Changes to ooerator command interface

iffective with MSS 23.6, some minor imorovements will be made to
the program “system_control_“, which handles operator commands
and ring-» system initialization.
1. The spellings of some commands nave charge: $|lgTly.

Formerly, all commands could oe spelled anyhow, and the
command interface IOOKGQ only at the first four characters cf
the C0mmand. Twis has been corrected. Answering service
commands now have a "long name“ and an aooreviation, like the
rest of the commands in Multics, and one or the other must be
type: correctly.
The changes from WOSN-371 are:

OLD VAME NEW NAME ABBREV

development_reloa1 develoo deve
torce_reset force forc
mc ~ mc_on mc
add2Z0chan add27D add2
oel27Dchan del27G del2
storage storage dvm
w8I‘l‘l WGPH N

exec exec x

2. Several new commands have been added.

no start (ns)

This commawd inhioits the execution of the
system_start_uo.ec. This means that the message
coordinator will not oe started, the TermiNet will not be
attached, and the daemons will not be automatically
logged in. Do not use this command exceot for soecial
sessions or when requested to do so by a member of the
staff.

addoige (addo)
delO3ge (delo)

These commands are used for Bulk Store reconfiguration.
See MOSN-xxx for instructions on their use.

b3jT108 (addt)
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deltape (delt)

These commands will oe used to change the SYSTum tape
drive configuration. See MOSN-xxx fsr instnuctians on
their use.

3. The dug which caused the system to loop after an “admin
command“ was sewt oy one of the system programmers has been
fixei.

+. The initializer now sets up its own search roles. This is a
llsteo closer to "emoving the tools“ library from the default

search path. Autwor-maintained programs will no longer be
founi if called fnom admin mode in the initializer.

5. The system_start_Jo.ec now runs in three parts. instead of
two. The first part runs oefore answering service startuo. as
before. The sezond part now runs after arswering service
startuu» but oefone all TTY channels are answered. and will
log in the daenons as usual. A ten—second cause has oeen
inserted here to allow the daemons to become active before
continuing. The third part of system_start_uo runs after all
lines have answered. It is currently null, out may de used in
the future to perform additional startuo operations.
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New or modified initializer messages

sssiast '

system_control_t error in "BLAH" command. index = ZZ

igggggt sc (error_output)

Lime: while system is running.

gggiggi This message indicates a bug in system_control_. The
operator has issued a command. but the internal command table
index is incorrect. The command will be ignored.

Agllggi Save console output and inform system programmers.

§§§iQ§*

system_control_t ERR3R_MESSAGE. Error from initiate_search_rules.
ggugggz sc (error_output)

lime: System sta~tup.

gggiggt The initializer is attempting to set its search rules»
and has encountered an error. This message may occur it some bug
has been introduced into the system tape, or it may indicate that
one of the directories searched by the initializer has been
destroyed.

AQILQQI Contact system programmers.

M§§ii9§*

system_control_8 begin_admin error on ttyXXX

gggggt sc (error_output)

lime: while system is running.

gggigi This message is the response to an operator command
which takes control of a device channel away from the message
coordinator. An 8TT3mpT has been made to attach the stream
“raal_i/o" to the zhannel but the attachment could not be made.
This problem may arise due to a bug in the system. An attempt
will be made to continue; in some situations, the initializer may
lose the ability to execute commands.

AQILQDZ Contact system programmers. Save all console output.
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New or modified initializer messages

§§aa2e*

system_control_: cannot attach io streams to NAME

_$__Qg_r;§g! HOS typewriter
LL55: while system is running.

MQQQLQQZ This message indicates a fatal error in attaching the
input-output streams used py the initializer Drocess. This may
occur if the OPTY card indicates a non—existent or inoperative
channel or an illegal or non-existent device interface module. orif there is a failure in SYNing one of tne initializer streams to
a stream which has p~eviously been attached.

This is a fatal erro~. The initializer is unaole to write output
normally and so will return to B08.

Agliggi Contact system programmers. Take a dump of the
initializer process. Check the OPTY card: it it is in error,
correct it and attemot to re-ooot the system.

Usiiissi
system_control_! bad ring numoer

gggnggl BOS typewriter
lime: while system is running.

gggigg: This message usually indicates a bug in system_control_
or the message coordinator. An illegal signal has oeen received
oy the attached terminal handler in system_control. The signal
will be ignored.

AQLLQDZ Contact system programmers.
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New or modified initializer messages
f'\.

§§§é9§‘

system_controI_= called with null ptr
§ggQ;g: BOS Tyoewriter

lime: while system is running.

gggigg: This message usually indicates a bug in svstem_control_
or the message coordinator. An illegal signal hes been received
by the attached terminal handler in system_control_. The signal
will be ignored.

Agliggl Contact system programmers.

ea sass *

system_control_: called with bad otr
igggggl BOS typewriter

Lime: while system is running.

ggningl This message usually indicates a bug in system_control_
or the message coordinator. An illegal signal has been received
by the attached terminal handler in system_control_l the data
Dointer which should point to an entry in the mc_anstbl does not
ooiht ta the correct segment. The signal will be ignored.

AQILQQI Contact system programmers.

21255532.‘

system_contP0l_: mc_ansp is null
QQJCQQI SOS Typ€wPiT€P

lime: while system is running.

QQQQLQQZ This message usually indicates a bug in system_control_
or the message coordinator. A signal has been received by the
attached terminal wandler in system_control_ but the signal
cannot be handled bezause the mc_anstbl cannot be located. The
signal will be ignored.

»~ Agligni Contact system programmers.
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New or modified initializer messages

me;sa9s=

system_c0ntrol_t rryxxx is hung up

ggugggz BOS tyoewriter
Lime: while systam is running.

gggningz This message indicates that an attempt has been made to
read inout from a terminal device channel attachec to the message
coordinator and that the channel is not active. This may oe due
to a transient line condition, or a terminal failure, or a

communications line failure. The system will attempt to oroceeo.

Action: It the terminal is a hard-wired device and can be
re-connected, do so. If this is a dialuo channel, try re-dialing
the terminal. If the device has oroken, use the “substty“ or
"drop" commands to remove the channel.

§§§i3§*

system_control_= ttyKxX error HNWNNWNWNNWW

ggugggz B08 tyoewriter
lime: while system is running.

gggiggi The attazhed terminal handler in system control has
attempted to read inout from a channel and has encountered some
error. This may ae due to some communications—line failure or
device problem, or it may be due to a garbageo mc_anstol. The
system will attempt to Proceed.

Agllgnt Contact system programmers. Try resetting, re-dialing,
or reconnecting the device. If none of these operations helos,
use the "substty“ or "drop" commands to get rid of the channel.


